
Motto:  We create a clean and pleasant environment for our clients where it’s a joy to work.

CLEANING SERVICES

The rooms cleaned by our company always smell nice and the customer has a perfect service.

Central purchasing reduces the cost of chemicals, hygienic materials etc. 

We can also provide cleaning services in a 100% ecological alternative.

BENEFITS

www.okinfacility.eu



CLEANING SERVICES
Interior cleaning 

   cleaning service according to the parameters of each area (wet 
cleaning and dry dusting and cobwebs removal, vacuuming, 
disinfecting)

  supply and refill of sanitary material (toilet paper, soap, towels, 
fragrance into dispensers, disinfectant tablets)

  daily service
  special cleaning - nonstandard surfaces (anti-electrostatic surface, 
strong staining)

  special cleaning - food plants

Exterior cleaning

  winter maintenance of outdoor surfaces (snow and frozen lumps 
removal, salting and inert gritting of pedestrian areas, snow removal, 
snow emergencies)

  cleaning of pedestrian communications (sweeping, garbage 
collection, removal of fallen leaves)

  cleaning of roofs, facades and glass parts of buildings (including 
high-rise work)

  removing graffiti and chewing gum

Greenery services

  routine vegetation care (grass mowing, including removal, 
maintenance of decorative and ornamental shrubs, trees and flower 
beds maintenance)

  professional advice on planting and maintenance of green areas 
(renovation of old and new modelling of ornamental gardens and 
green spaces including installation of accessories)

  care for indoor plants (maintenance, watering, fertilising, planting 
including professional proposals to restore the greenery indoors) 

  delivery of flowers (live – fresh-cut or dried – hand-tied)

Co�ee service and guaranteed permanently tidy space

  service for conference rooms during business dealings
  continuous cleaning in meeting rooms and in the surroundings
  cleaning and collection of dishes from the conference rooms after the 
consultations and meetings

  regular cleaning of kitchens and break rooms 
  collecting and washing dishes

Technological cleaning

  service for conference rooms during business dealings
  dry cleaning
  dry ice cleaning
  pressurized steam cleaning „dry steam“
  cleaning with pressurised water and compressed air
  vacuuming with special industrial vacuum cleaners
  chemical cleaning of highly effective biodegradable products
  cleaning of internal parts of machinery and technological distribution 
systems (ventilation, air conditioning)

  cleaning of workrooms and plant with the presence of hazardous 
substances

Program GREEN

  environmentally friendly cleaning products with relevant certificates
  accurate dosing of all of the used detergents according to the 
recommendations

  waste sorting
  rental of waste containers for sorted waste
  usage of 100% recycled material for hygienic purposes


